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This report describ; j d .compares Quality Control regUlations for selected
Federal entitliment progra Programs examined include Aid to- Families with
Dependent Children (APIA Medicafd anifthe -Supplemental Securityincome Program
run by the Department 'Of4Health and Human Services (HKS), and the Food Stamp

.
Praerarn run` by the DeportMent otAgriculture.

Each set Of regula,t ns dealing with Quality Contrpl ih the program is desribed
according to several ch eristics. These characteristics and the definitions. are
listed below:

Desaiption; The nature df the program and programmatic relationships
among actors (Federal, state4 local)'

'es: The portion of QC responsibility assigned to each

The rnalmer in which QC is prescribed in the regulations.

Standards* PerfOrrnance leve# identified in the reguleition, such as
acceptable error rate or payment tolerances.

A

Measures:" ComputatiOn of indices of performance e.g., computation of
state error. rate.

. Frequency of Measures: Thb frequency with which measures are computed
or produced. .

Frequency of Reporting: The frequemy with which measures 'must be
reported to appropriate agencies.

fricentivest. Positive or negative inducements specified fig the regulations
that encourage the reduction of error.

Other Elernentg. Other characteristics of the QC system.

A comparative matrix of QC systems follows these.: descriptions.
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2

DESCRIPTI9N OF APPROACHES

This section descrpes the QC iegulations for selected programs-according to the
characteristics outlined in the Introduction.

2.1 AFDC QUALITY CONT'ROL

1.1.1 Description

Aid to Families with Depeildent Childrep, (AFDC) is an entitlement program that
provides benefits to eligible famili;s' for child support in the form of cash payments.
AFDC is run, by Health and liutpan Services (HHS) and administered by state agenc*s.
NHS provides AFDC funding to states on a matching basis. Payments to states.' are
determined by state AFDC expenditures. The Social Security Act of 1972 mandates
that Stakes shall operate all 'Quality Control system. The regulationi
pertaining to QC a AFDC are ed in 45 CFR, sections 205.40-44.

O

2.1.2 QC Responsibilities .

2.1.2.1 Federal y.

HHS has several basic responsibilities related to QC.' First, the agency develops'
QC policies and procedures. Second, it establishes, acceptable QC parameteri. Third,
it reviews agency perf e relative to the prescribed standards; and fotirth, it
determines, the reimbursement for state AFDC payments or -Fecleial financial
participation (Fro. Specifically, HHS performs the following QC functions:

Speckfies QC policies andoprocedures and issues the QC Ma alto which all
state QC sterns must -adhere

Monitors state error rate; through periodic QC reports

Determile a national error rate from the state data



Reviews state error rates to determine if FVP should be reduced or
increased:

4r,

2.1= States
ti

State agericies must develop a state plan f4* a QC system and implement an
ongoing QC system in accord4nce with the HHS policies and procedures prescribed in
the QC Manual. States must continually monitor ape error through sampling and case
review, and take corrective action on individual cases. States must also report error
rates to HHS after the close of specified sampling*periods. Specifically, states must:

r

Develop and maintain a QC plan and implement an ongoing QC system to
identify and correctsase errofs

Develop corrective actionplans.fdr reducing case error *rates

Periodically report do error rates and corrective action- plans to HHS.

Local Offices

The regulations indicate no specific responsibility for local offices of state
agencies.

2.1.3 QC Procedures

1.

4

V

QC prpcedures are only generally discussed In the regulations. The HHS QC
Manual, the regulations indicate, contains specific QC procedures. The regulations
mandate that Qg procedures shall: ,

r

Apply the prescribed sampling methods and schJdules

Conduct field iniesilgations, including a personal interview -in all cases.
which fall withiri the sample of active case ,'and as necessary for cases in
the negative case action sample

l # S t
Proxide the resources and methods necesslary So analyze the findings-of the'
slsrni
Take appropriation corrective action on improperly authorized or denied
assistance and on the causes of improper -actions

Assure' access by ,H1-IS staff to state and local records relating to public
assistance recipients and to third parties.



2.1.4 Standards

QC.T identifyregulations several standards with regard- to QC. First, the
regulations specify the "national error rate," which series as a baseline in determining
acceptable state.errovrates and is defined in legislation as 4 'percent. Second, the* -
regulations establish an _improvement rate of one third over the three year transition
period for states-that have error rates In excess of the national error rate.

In addition, the regulations set error rate standards for filing tdrrective. action
plans. These standards are 3 eircent for payments to ineligible persons and 5 percent
for under or overpa)ment. The regulations also define $5 asi the standard for
individual cases of under or overpayments.

2.1...$ Measure

The only measure specified in the regulations is state. "payment error rate,"
which is defined as "the dollir iniount of incorrect payments a stale has made
expressed as a nrcentage.of the state's total payments."

2.14 Frequency ofNeasure

The regulations imgy that measurement is ongoing, not,thstanding existing
state. plans. H115 has established t*o 6 month sampling periods: April 1 through
September-30 and Oct 1 through March 31.

4

2.1.7 Frevency of Reporting
0

. N.

States are required' to' file error reports with.HHS within'60 days 6f the close of
each sampling period and corrective action plans within 90'llays.

2.12 I n c i e n t i v e s

. -

-we

The HMS QC regulations prothde for both positive and tnegative inceintivis;
. Incentives are tied to error rates. The regulations mandate That states which are not
either at or below the national error rate or their target error rates,' will have the FFP



reduced by the dollar difference between the state error rate and the national error
rate. States can appeal to HMS, within 45 days, any reduction inFP. Such appeals
are heard by the Grant Appeals Board.

Converiely, states receive increased. FFPs for error rates below 4 percent.
These states receive an additional amount equal to 10 percent of the Federal share of
money saved for each one-half percent below 4 percent to a roaxikluinf)f 50 kercent.

2.1.9 Other Elements 4 fr

The AFDC QC also calls- for corrective action plans that are developed by the
states and submitted to HMS. These plans identify means for reducing case error rates
for ineligibility, overpayments, and underpayments.

24 ° &SI QUALITY CONTROL

2.2..1 Description

4

- .,

Supplemental Sectifity Income- (SSI) is an entitlement program that provides
benefits in the for4 of cash payment to the aged, blind, and disabled. Legislation
passed in 1972 created a national 551 program bat centralized andaconsolidated within
the Social _Security Administiation various state programs, and standardized payments
accross file country. States are free to supplement such payments. In 17 states, SSA
(Hl-IS? .administers both the Federal 551 and state supplementary payments. SSA bills

a

states for these supplementary payments.

SSA has two QC systems. The larger and More complex is the Agency's internal
system: This system is not prescribed through regulation since it is an internal system.

The second QC ...system, one which is treated in regulationder 20 CFR,' section
41§.20116+44als with Federal administration of state -supplementation funds. -This QC
system ,monitors- the accuracy of Federal actions with regard to .supplementary
payments. SSA assumes Dab ity for erroneous supplementary payments and repays
states for such errors. SSA is not required :by 48w to maintain or conduct such a
system, but does so/voluntarily.
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2.2.2.1; Federal

SSA has the pr p*Ar responsibigty for specifying 'gild running the QC: system.
The Agency has outlined the splcific procedures in the regulati 'Administratively,

A et

the Agency also conducts the QC reviews. Spetifically, SSA: 4

Specifies and maintains the QC system

Perio,dically conducts Qt reviews

Ditermines Federal liability to states for overpayments

Reimbufses states for. Federal financial liability (PF,L)

Attempts to recover overpayments or payments to ineligibile individuals

Adjusts QC error rate findings and payments to state if reviews indicate a
higher error rate.

12.22 States .

States, under their agreement with" SSA ,which authorizes the Age to
administir state supplementary assistance payments, May conduct its own review Of
cases that SS.* reviews. Specifically' states inay:

i.

Select a subsample of SSA identified cases for review

Determine the errortrate independent of the SSA review

Inform SSA. of error rate findings

Request adjOstment of FFL.

-Local t3ffices I

Local office re ensibiiities are not mention ed in the, regulatielns.

4
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(

2.3.3 Q6 Procedures

, In each of the 17 states in which SSA administers mandatory and,supplementary
(state) paxments; the Agency selects and reviews a valid sample of *,:ile'vant

AFrom this sample, SSA computes an error rate for state supplementary paynierrts by
4. 4comparing the appropriate eligibility with the actual paymeptss

I
.2.2.4 Standards

The SSA establishes in the regulation.s one major standard for the QC system 'the
national error rate. This is set at 4 percent.

4
2.2.5 Measures

Tiro_ measures are defined in the regulations. First is the error rate measure
and, second, the Federal-financial Liability'

The error rate rgeasure Is the sum of ali incorrect state supplementary payments
to sample cases in4ke sampling period divided by the total supplementary payments to
Cases during the period._

The. FF'L is computed by multiplying the error rate the total amount of
Federally adniinistered 'state supplementary payments in the state within the 6 month
ptriod and subtracting 4 percetst from the total amount of Federally administered
supplementary payments.

2.V6 Frequency of Measures

The measures cited above are
and October. State's must conduct
reviews.

2.2.7 Frequency of Reporting 41.

*

computed. for 6 month...periods, beginning in April
their own. reviews at the same time as the SSA

The results of the measures are reported every, 6 months.



'SSA assumes a ity (F ') ,,for an amount 'Vidal to the incorrect state
supplementary paymepts abo;',ie the 4 perdent,tational standard ui s'iiiites in the'
Isiger;cr 4a4irninisiei! Ooth Monitdring and supplementary payments.

P3063+AMP PER#ORMANCE !OR" 1G 'SYSTEM QUALITY cfcA:mot,

The Food Stamp prograin is an entitlenient program providing assistance to .

eligible- individuals and ,farnilkes in the form of coupons redeemable for food. The
progiarn is tun by the For,;(1 and Nutritidn Ser;ie (FNS) of the U.S. Qepartment of
Agriculture. Although benefits are funded exclusively by the Federal govemment; the,
program is administered through state .agencieist, The Department pf Agriculture
reimburses states for. 30 ilercent of the costs incurred in adinistering-the program inm

.''the state:- , -
? ._

A

In order to reduCe admirlistrative error in state adminis Lion of the Food Stamp. _

program, the 1977 Food St-amp Act mandated that states co an ongoing tsystem of
monitoring and improving progra rdJadministration. The FNS iinplemen ted . quality'
control procedures through the P.erformince Reporting System (PitS). This system has /
two componentw *Management Evaluation and Quality Control reviews. analysis .
focuses mainly on the CualitpControl review alt.hough.the system is an in grated one.
The regulations also tie, Federal reimbursItment of states' administrative costs to the
erfor rates The regulationspertaining to the PRS and quality control ar contained in

$

T CFR 041.275.

2.32 QC Responsibilities

2.3.2.I Federal

P

The FNS ha's several responsibilities for the Food Stamp -quail = control. First,
FNS specifies the characteristit:4 and procedures of the ORS t ugh regulations.*
These regulations Outline In detail all facei of the PRS, including responsibility and

. ,
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procedures for general administration, management evaluation, quality control,..data
analysis and evaluation, and reporting on prograin performance.

4

Second, -the ENS monitors agency performance through various state PRS
reports. ENS monitors stato activity on three levels: compliance with prograrn
regulitions; appropriate review procedures inchiding sampling techniques; and review
findings, which measure state agency performance.

Third, the ENS, if necessary, 3etermines if the state is for an increase in
t he Federal share of administration costs or is liable for payment In excess of the
error rate goat. 1Fclurtht FNS approves a* corrective action plans developed by state
agencies'to reduce error.:

2.3.2.2 States

States are responsible for establishing 4 continuing PARS to monitor program
a administration and operation.s. Specifically, the state system.should include:

Data colleCtion through management;evaluation (Me) reviews and qualitycontrol (QC) reviews

.11

Analysis and evaluation of'd4ta from all source.rj

Corrective action planning ..!
I.

Corrective action implementation andkarimitocing

aReporting to ENS''on program perfprmance.

.

Stakes must also appoint a staff member at the state level to
coordinate to PRS, and ensure implementation of corrective action. States must also
employ "sufficient staterlevel staff/to perform all aspects of 'the (PR5).. ."

l

,t, 2.3.2.3

8
are prohibited from conducting M

Local ,

The regulations,do not manda e a role for local- of.fitis,.'and local program staff
PC reviews without prior FNS Approval.



2.3.3 QC Procedures

Quality contra reviews measure. validity , of food stamp cases by reviewing
sample cases against the Food Stamp Program standards, establislleci in the Food-Stamp
Act and the regulations,,,as specified in each state's FNS-approved manualr The PRS
QC regulations require sampling a specified number ,cif active. (those receiving
benefits) and negative (those denied benefits) cases, verifiCation of household
circumstances that relate to, eligibility through interviews and checking Collateral .

sources, determination of appropriate level of benefits, and comparisOn with benefits
received.

,

The regulialons require that statei analyze the findings to determine the
incidence and dollar amounts of errors to determine the states cumulative allotm'ent
error rate and eligibility for enhanced funding in accordance with the, Food Stamp. Act
of 1977, and plan corrective action to reduce excessive levels of errors when
cumulative allotment error rates of 5 percent of more are reported.

40

The regulation specifies ar state fampiing piano including minimum sample size,
sample selection and sample case review completion.

Similarly, the regulations specify in detail the ppcedures for review of active
cases. These iricludft

A case record review

An interview with the participant

Verification of information, ising.secondary sources-when necessary

&determination of the preserice of any variances

A determination of eligibility and correctness of issuance

A determinatif the number of administratiOn deficiencies.
.-mit- on o

or negative Vs; 4, si.01141,: though more restricted, procedtwe Is 'outlined.
I , ,



2.304 Standards

FNS establishes several standards in the regulatiems. First, the regulations
specify5 percent as tlio national standard for error rates. In azidt., n, the regulations
establish an -algorithm for establishing error rate goals for states above the national
standard. J4,

Because of the detailed nature of the regulations, many standards for sampling
and case review are established, including a 95 percent completion gyrate for case
review and a $5 error tolerance for benefits.

2.3.5 Measur ;Is

The regulations establish several measures for the FoOd Stamp PRS qc system.
First and most important is the cumulative allotment error rate, which is a cumulative
index of several types of error. is computed .by summing the dollar vallye of
allotments underissued orzverissued to sample recipients, including ineligible cases°.

f.

In addition, the regUlations establish active and negative case error rates. Both
are computed by dividing tie number of sample QCcases which contain one or more of
several typei of error by the total number of cases in the QC sample. The result is
expressed as a propor4on.

23.6 Frequency of Measures

The quality control program samples cases in six month periods. The selection of
. individual cases for QC reviews are. made separately each month .during the period.

1

23.7. Frequendy of Reporting

State ageficies report QC findings on a semi-annual basis.

24.3.II Incentives

The Food ttamp PRS QC system contains both positive and negative incentives,
which are tied to the cumulative allotment error rates. Statis with' .an error rate



below 8 percent are eligible for a 60 percent Federally funded share of administrative
costs; a 65 percent share is provided to states with an error rate of 5 percent or below.
States above the 8 percent rate that reduce error rates by 25 percent or more in a
year Aire entitled a 55 percent Federally funded share of administrative costs.

Stites failing to meet error rates goali must repay FNS for the -dollar value of
the difference between target error rate and actual ,error rate for a six month
sampling period.'

2.3.9 Other Elements

The Foold Stamp PRS QC system is part of a larger management and reporting
system. The regulations indicate not only a heavy emph asis on measurement of

-performance and error rates, but also corrective actions! States are required to file
corrective action plans that detail the means' by which administrative problems and
error rates will be reduced.

t

MEDICAID QUALITY CONTROL

Description

LI

Medicaid is an entitlement program that provides benefits to eligible individuals
in the form of pay mknts fot medical services. Medicaid is run by the Health Care
Financing Administration of the Department of Health and Hun1n Services and is
administered by state agencies. H provides medicaid funding to states on a
matching basis. These payments are known as the Federal financial participation
(FFP) and are provided on the basis of allowable state Medicaid expenditures. The QC
system used in the Medicaid program is similar to the AFDC QC system. The
regulations pertaining to Medicaid QC are contained in 42 CFR, sections 431.800.803.

2.4.2 QC' Responsibilities

2.4.2.1; Federal

HHS has several basic reiponsibiiities related to 11#1edicald QC First, the agency
develops QC policies and procedures. Second, it establishes acceptable QC

2 15



parameters.. Third, it reviews agency performance relative to these standards and
fourth, determines the. Federal ieimbursement for state AFDC payments or Federal
financial participation (FFP).' Specifically, kl-IS performs the following QC furictions:

Specifies t C policies and procedures and issues the QC Mapual to which all
states Q systems must adhere

Monitors state error rates through per odic QC reports

Reviews state errotl rates to determine if, PFP should be reduced for
unacceptible error levels or if. FFP should be increased for state error rate
below the national standard.

2.4.2.2 States

State agenci must develop a sate} plan for a Qq. system and implement an _

ongoing QC system in accordance with the F S palici(Ps and procedures irescribed in
the QC Manual. States must continually monitor case error through sampling and case
revieW, and take corrective action on individual cases. ,, States must also report-error
rates to I after the close of specified sampling periods. Specifically, states must:

Develop and maintain a QC plan and utpleinent an ongoing QC system to
identify and correct case errors

Develop corrective action plans for reducing case error rates

Periodically report on error rates and corrective action plans to MIS.

24.2.3 Local cdfices

The regulations indicate no specifivole for local offices of state agencies.

-24,.3 QC Procedures

QC procedures are generally discussed In the regulations. The HFIS QC Manual,
the regulations indicate, contains specific procedures. the regulations mandate that
states shall: ;

Operate the MQC system; irt accordarce with the policies, sampling
methodology, review procedures, and forms and requirements
specified in Medicaid quality control mane a issued by HCFA

13



Select statistical samples of b9th active and negative case actions

Review each case in the sample to identify eligibility errors

Review. any ca ms pertaining to each active case to identify erroneo
payments resulting from

- Ineligibility
Recipient understated or overstate liability
Third-paity liability
Claims processing errors

Conduct field investigations, 14 order to verify information,including
.

Personal interviews for each case in the active case sample
Persohal interviews' for cases in the negative case aqion sample tothe extent necessary to verify erroneous eligibility detRelinations

Use 6- month sampling periods, from April through September and fromOctober through March.
_ s

2.4.4 Standards

The regulations establish several standards with regard to QC. The first measure
is the "national error rate," which serystts as a baseline in acceptable state error rates.
This is defined in legislation as 4 percent. Second, the regulations establish an
Improvement rate of one third over a three year transition period for states that have s.
error rates in excess of the national error rate. The regulations also define the error
standard as any amount greater than the allowable reimbursement level for a specific
service.

2.4.3 Measures .

I

a

Two measures are specified in the regulations. The first, the annual state
a payment error rate, which is defined as the sum of the weighted payment error rates

for the two 6-month review periods. Weighting is established as a percentage of total,

annual pAyments that occur in each six month period. .

The regulation:s state that the second measure, the state payment error 'rate,
which is computed as Part of the QC findings, will be determined for each annual
assessment period "in accordance with instructions issued by HCFA" (section 432.892).

#

lh

17



2,4.6 Frequency of measures,

The regulations imply that measurement is ongoing.. HMS has established two .6-
month sampling periods: (April 1 thourgiz aSeptember 30 and Octolker 1 through March
31). State error rates are however, computed on an amival basis.

c.

The agenecy must submit reports to 1-111S -in the form and at the time specified,
including:

A description of the State's sampling plan for active cases ind negative

A monthly report on eligibility case reviews completed during the month
for all cases ,fin,. the active case, sample for that month and selected cases
from the negative case sample for that month

A monthly report on payment reviews, completed during the month for
cases in the active case sample (States must wait 5 months after each
sample month beforeAccumulating claims pilid for each case through the
fourth month following the sample month)

A 4timmary report on eligibility findings and payment error findings for all
cases in the 6month sample, to be submitted by MaY 31 of each year for
the previous April September sampling period, and by. November 30 for
the October - March sampling period

a

Other dada and reports that the Administrator requests.

2.4.3 krcentives

The Fit IS Medicaid -QC regulations provide for penalties in the form of PFP
reductions tied to annual state payment error rates. The regulations mandate that
states that are above the national payment error rate will have the FFP reduced by

e
the dollar amount equal to the difference between the national and the annual state
payment error rates. Stites can appeal the reduction by demonstrating that inability
to reduce error was due to factors beyond its control.



Medicaid QC also calls for corrective action plans that are developed by the
states and submitted to 1.11-15. These plans identify means for reducing case error rates
for ineligibility or overpayments...,

The agency must:

Take action to correct any 4ligibility, third-PartY4 liability, claims
processing, or 'negatjve case. action errors sound in the fample cases

Take administrative action to prevent or reduce the incidente of thote
errors

By July 31 each yeari submit to the Administrator a report on its error
analysis and a corrective action plan.

-45

2.5 MATRDC

The follpwing matrix compar:es,the characteristics of quality control regulations
for the four entitlement programs*considered in this analysis..

1
Ay

16 19



CHARACTER1S tics OF QC REGULATIONS FOR SELECTEDVAMTkESIEiTPROGRAMS

Nt\r PROGRAM

AFDC

.Description

I

Riirt by HHS; administered
by states

a .States reimbursed'Ain a
matching bails for silow7
able cash payments

sm

nun by SSA /HHS
Program Aliso administers
state supplementary payments
SSA reimburses states for
erroneous payments above the
national error rate

a

Food Stitims

4

-,Run by the FNS/Department
of Agricalturt; administered
by state agencies
Department reimburses states
for Ni percent at program
administrative costs
QC is part ofe Performance
Review System (FRS?

^

Medicaid

Ittl by tICFAil#13;
administered by states
HHS reimburses states
on a matching basis for
allowabk medical
services

fiesponsidil

Feder

State

Establishes Qt policies a
and procedures and publishes
QC Manual
Establishes QC system pera-
meters
DeterMines Federal linsiciel
participation (FFP) adjustments

4
Develops state QC plans

system
a rt ongoing QC

system
Develops corrective action

taraisodicaily reports error
rates and corrective action
pima to HHS

No responsibility specified
in regulations

. . -

Has primary responsibility for
conducting voluntary QC for
state supplementary funds
Determines error rote*
Reimburse" states for 'erre-
news Supplementary payments
la excess of national error
rate
Attempt tofecover overpay -
meal

May conduCt its tini review
a subsiunple of casei selected

'by SSA for QC review

No responsibility specified
in regulations4.

Specifies characteristics and
procedures for all facets of
PRS through detailed regula-
tions

Or Monitors state agency, porforni-
twice through state PRS reports
Determines administrative cost
adjustment and state overpay
merit liability

tablishes QC policy
procedures and
She% .

E lies QC system
meters t
tirtnines Federal

financial ptirtIcipatfixt
WFP) adjustments

Responsible for data collec-
tion through management
Mirada.; ME) re clews end
clugatiT ErmIrni (QC) revietag
anaiksis and evaituitkin of
data from all sources; cot-
rective action plobrologit cor-
rective action Implementation
and mordtorine; and reporting
to FNS on program

ti
Nb responsibilities specified
in regulations

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Develops state QC plans
latpletivents an ongoing
OCNStem
DvOtiops corrective
action plans
Periodisally reports er-
ror rates and corrective
action plans to HAS

No responsibility speci-
fied in regulations



1,0
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AF9C

States must follow QC pro.
eedures outlined in l'illS/AVDC
QC Mutual
Regulations mandate that
states
- apply the prescribed

samiing methods and
seNduies

- conduct field investip-
lions, inebiding a persona/
interview in all ease*
which fall within the sem-
pie of active cases, and as
necessary for cases in the
negative case action` sale

- provide the resources
methods necessary to
analyze the findings of the
system
take appropriate corrective
actt000n improperly author:.
'zed or denied essistance
and on the causes of improp-

,
- assure access by ffS staff

to state erit local
relatitViepublic
tance to feciplents, and to
third parties

A

PROGRAM

4t. SSA selects andireviews a
valid sample at relevant
cases

Computes error rates by
comparing appropriate p-
Merits with actual paymels

01,

s

Food Stamps

QC procedures are specified
in detail in the regulations
and include:

ampling procedures,
includine minlinurn sample
sizes.
case review procedures,
including a case record
reviewtan interview with

LegislatiOn defines "nattonal The single sta ndard. establish*
error rate, at 4% in the regulations is the tie-
Specifies an improvement rate time; error tote at 4%
for reducing state error it
'one third per year during the
three year transition period
SpeelfieS error levels *hove
which corrective action plans
are required to be suboltted
to NHS (3% per payments to

1% for under or
overpayments)

at Specifies, as error tolerance

a

%Ns

cation of Information,
using secondary soirees
when necessary; a deter-
mination of the presence
of any varlaneturand
coding and analysis of
the variances, if applies-
bit; a determinatItskof
eligibility and correct-
ness of basis Of ifisalineej
and a determination of
the number of administia=
five deficiencies
completion rate for,ill
selected cases

The regulations specify a 5%
national standard for error
rates
Specifies a 9)% case review
Completion rate error level
Specifies $ 3 error telerldiCe

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

kiedledd

Regulations mandate
that eaten
- operate the QC sys-

tem in accordance
with the Policies,
sampling methodology,
review procedures,
and reporting forms
and rettuire mentsitie,-
c111Q111Metlicald
Welt,' control. Min-
uals bsued 11CFA
,select statistical
simpies.of both
,active and negative
case actions

- review each case I
the sample to identi-
fy eligibilitylprors

- review any claims per-
taining to each active
case to identify all
eat aeons paymeots
verify eligibilny Infor-
mation by conducting
field investigations,
lneludings .

- personal interviews
for each ease in the.,
active case simple

- personal Interviews
for cases in the neg-
ative case action
tamp*, to the ex-
tent nftessitry to
verify erroneous
eligibility deter-
ninations

we 6.-month samplini
period', from April
tlwough September
and from October,
through March

Legislation defines *na-
tional error rate" as 4%
Specifies anImprovit-
went rate for reducing
state error at one third
per year-during the three
year transition period
Snecif les v/ amount.
above also to rain
bursernent level as an
error

a.
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PROGRAM

AFDC

Frequency of Reporting

24

PayMent error rate, is the dol-
lar amount of, incorrect pay-
ments a state his made AS
percentage of the state's
total payments

a Regulations imply
.

eappling dur taro 6 month
sampling per %beginning
in April and ober *^.

Food S

Error rate is computed by sum- *
ming all incorrect state sup--
piens:sting payments innhesam- .

ple divided by the total,sup-
piernenting payments to`cases a
PR. is the quotient of the
error tate times total Feder-
ally administered supplemen--
tary payments in the state

MettlOsegki* 1400.1PelthifY.
payment error al'e computed
104' each 6-Month sampling :

, period .

a States must tonductattlew
at Of sane time .

States ire'required to repOrt
findings within 60 days of
close of each sample 'period

are requited to file
corrective action plans, if
necessary, within 90 days of
the close of the sa mpling per-
iod

4

S

Regulations sped a cumuli.,"
tive allotment e rate, .
wiift is the dollar value sate}
of all erroneous allotments
casevrror is the proportion
Orsample cases in error

QC samples cover fa-month
period,
Cases are reviewed continu-
ously during these periods

Error rates and 'FFI. are re: Asencles report serni:annis011y
ported after each 6 month sam- .
piing period

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Annual state payrnent
error rate. is the sum of
weighted payment er-
rors for each of the sam-
ple periods
Payment error Is detfr-
mined in accordance
with the instruction
issued by ,

Regulations imply in-
quiry sampling Awing
two 6 month ealt ipl in g
periods begbydng in
April end,Otobibr

The regulations state
that the agenCy mist
subrolt reports to the
Administrator, in the
form and as the 'fine
sPeincitid dultstrod hY.

- a description of the
state's sampling plan'
for actiVe cases and
negative cues

- a monthly report on
eligibility case re- -
ViniewsthecommonVieteddbr-

. a monthlY ret oft

plePsytaler (furl revilige;vhse Can).

month for cases in the
-ease *ample

- a SISITIMAry on
eligibility
payment error findings
for ellcases In the 6
month pis to he
submitted by May 3t
of each year for the
-previous April-Sep-
ternber samplial per-
iod, awl by Novemher
30 fOr the Otteber-
torch intnpling period

4.0

0.



Negatives
- States are responsible for

the amount of et_
payments above tt.le.n* io`nal
error rate

FFP is reduced to reflect
Such amounts. '

Positive:
- states receive increased

FFP for error rates heiow
the national er rate.
.aniOursts erase addle
1100111 10% of . Federal
money gained up to 50%
for each half percent
hallow 4% .

AFDC QC tails for corrective
action plans as a response
to error rate determination
An appeal of a "disallowance'
or redact's* of FFP le pro-
vided In the regulations

Other Elements

e

NigailSef
4-'44 essione4 liability (EEL)

'` fit all erroneous payrnents
inexcess or the 4% Of
UAW payments

a,
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Negatives
States are ilable for the
amount of erroneous pay-
ments in excess of 4% of
total payments

Positives
. - states arreligibk to

receive an increased
Aire of Federally funded
sclininistrative costs for
error rates below $% and
396-and for decreasing error
rate 21% within I year

Negatisies
- states are responsible

for the aMount of
erroneous payMents
absive the national
error rate
FFP is reduced to re-
flect such *mounts

Food stamps QC is part of an
integrated 'IRS that provides
*comprehensive and continued
evaluation of management,
regulatory compliance, error
rates, and planned corrective
action

Medicaid QC calls for
corrective action Owls
as asesconse towlw
rate detenuloatioo
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICAnoNs POR
ED TITLE Iv QUALITY CONTROL REGULATIMS

4.

1

The foregoing sections of this report examine the entitlement program ,..

r
oulationi issued by several departments and agencies to determine the approach

aken to quality control (QC) through regulations. From this analysis several
nchisions can be "drawn. These conclusions deal with both the Configuration of

/° quality control procedures and the approach to The regulations themseives. Each of -

these has implications for the general approach to quality .control regulations which
might be taken by. ED.

I t

First, the present analysis suggests that the structure of the delivery' system is a
critical factor in determining the regulator) approach to QC taken by federal
agencies. Each set of QC regulations reviewed deals almost exclusively with states
and specifies no role for local agencies or offices. The delivery system fis centralized

, at the point of federal/state contact, which has major structural and functional
implications for Title IV QC.

FiliS, in the AFDC and Medicaid programs, uses An approach in which the Agency
prescribes to state agencies QC policies, procedures and system parameters. State
agencies develop and implement quality control plans and procedures which measure
and report program error "rates. HHS then reviews and approies (or disapproves) QC
plans. .,,,1,,he --Federal -agency then computes the Federal finanCial participation (FFP)
and that penalizes or rewards states on the/basis of error rates. It also apProyes (or
disappriaves) any needed corrective action plans.

SSI, administered by SSA within HHS, has similar QC procedures, except that
SSA conducts the actual QC for state supplementary payments, and reports to and
pays states"' SSA error rates are above The national. standard:

21
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The FNS utilizes a different approach within a similar administration structure.
FNS has established a far more comprehensive Performance Reporting System (PRS)
of which quality control is a single facet. The PRS requires that Mates report
management and other evaluations as' well,as submit corrective action plans.

Second, all regulations mandate the inClusion of not only comtnnation and
reporting of error rates, but also the developmeni and Implementation of corrective
action plans. These plans emphasize administrative improvement by states and
identify procedures for reducing error. FN$ +equires approval Of corrective action
plans.

4

Third, standards*, measures and frequency of computing and reporting measures
are fairly consistent across programs. Legislation specifies a `sr percent err rate as
the national standard for the HHS programs and FNS uses a similar standard.
Measures valky somewhat due to the differences among programs. Frequency of
computing and reporting measures are consistently semi-annual. All programs indiude
negative action cases (those denied benefits) in sampling and measures.

4

4, 1
Fourth, most regulations identify both positive and negative incentives; only

Medicaid does not utilize positive Incentives for states. in all but 551, states are liable
erroneous payments about an amount equal to the Nati Ward; the opposite

ttue for SSI, in which SSA administers state supplemen payments, Positive
incentives are generally similar; rewarding states thstt are b the national standard
error rates, although the mechanisms differ. Through matching funding
arrangement, as in AFDC, these incentives are tied to ov atching the state
contribution. For Food Stamps, In which PNS supports the entire prOgrarn, FNS
increases administrative allowances as an incentive.

-

Last, the character of the regulations themselves differ across agencies. HHS
regulations are 'more .Simple and .brief. The regulations reference the respective __
,qualitt control handbooks for detailed Proceduret4And policies. 'Conversely, FNS uses .

the regulation to provide aLL details for state quality control systems.;

22
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3.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR TITLE IV. QC REGULATIONS

These conclusions drawn from an analysis of QC regulations for. Federal
entitlement programs have several implications regarding the regulatory approach- to
QC which Might be taken by ED. First, and perhaps foremost, the structure of the
student aid, dellifery system, and the nature of the relationship of ED and education
institutions participating in Title W programs, require a different approach than those
used in Federal programs reviewed above.

3.2..E Responsibilities

Most germaine is the fact that the Title IV delivery system Is considerably more
decentralized than the other Federal programs reviewed in this analysis. The absence
of states as an intervening administrative layer renders infeasible for Title IV purposes
some of the charaFteristics of the regulatory app used in these other entitlement.
programs. While ED would clearly assume responSibility fort quality assurance similar
to those assumed bl other Federal agencies,. primary QC responsibilities must rest at
the local 'level with the institutions. Although this fact is self-evident, it contrasts
With the structure of .existing QC procedures" and has implications for ED's ability to
execute and monitor Title IV program QC; These implication Will be discussed below.

3.2.2 Procedures

In light of ED's approach to valltition and verification,. It seems appropriate and
consistent that ED specify general QC requirements and procedures in .regulations
While providing a more detailed set of procedures in a Quality Control Manual. This is
similar to the approach used by HHS in the AFDC program, but significantly differs
froin the FNS/Food Stamp and HMS/Medicaid approach of providing detailed
procedures directly in regulations. It is clearly advantageous to utilize a QC Manual
and not be required to make constant regulatory revisions for routine and minor :
changes in procedures. Using the HIA.S/ii$FDC approach, ED's QC regulations would
require that institutions:

Apply the prescribed sampling rnethbds and schedules
. -

Conduct appropriate and prescribed review of all cases which fall within
the sample of active casct, and as necessary for cases . in the negative
action sample .

7



Provide the resources and methods necessail to analyze the finiiIngs of thesystem

Take appropriate corrective action on improperly authorized or denied aidand on the causes of impropef actions

Assure access by ED staff to records relating to QC actions.

The QC Manual would prescribe specif rocedures for meeting the general
regulatory requirements. In light of the div ity of irist' itutions, allowing some
f/exigility to use procedures appropriate to the institution's capabilities and structure
would be beneficial.

The requiretnent of developing and implementing corrective action planS,
essential parts of .QC in most regulations reviewed in this report, should also ,be a
component of ED's approach to institutional QC. ED review and-approval of such
plans, however, as included in the FNS/Food Stamps 'regulations but not In the HMS
reguiations, is unrealistic in light of the number of partcipating institutions and
,current ED resources.

3.2.3 standards

ED must coitsider two standards: error rates and error tolerances. The
standaitts for" error rates and tolerance vary slightly among programs, but are
prescribed by legislationin most of the programs reviewed. Error rates range from 4,
to 5 percent. Two of the programs specify $3 error tolerance although HliSiMedicald
iillckws no tolerance. A review of comments submitted in response to NPRMs and
pub ,Ilsphed in the Federal Register suggests that error :rat was one of the most
sensitive issiies for participants in the Federal programs revie ed.

ED must establish error rates and tolerance that are sensitive to institutiohs, yet
meaningful and responsive to the general thrust of PED,'s quality control. This is
_particularly.' tfui_if these rates -and tolerances- are related tp -positive Id negative.

Incentives.
St

Particularly with regard to error rates, ED may emplo'y a transitional error rate
structure wits declining rate targets similar to that used by HI-IS in the regulations
reviewed. Such g structure would`create incentives for high error rate' institutions to

24
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ieduce error rates without unduly penalizing those with high, but declining, rates.
Error rate levels should also provide triggers for corrective action plan retluireinents.

3.2.4 Measures

ED faces two issues related to measures: payment rerror, and error rate.
Payment error may include under and overawards in exc of the prescribed
tolerance. The concept of payment error may pose , sag icant methodological
prdblems, particularly in the campus-Based program. or rates typically_ are
computed as total error .divided by total payments, which seems applicable to ED QC
regulations once payment error has been appropriately defined.

3-25 Freq,bericy of Measures

Although all prograMs considered 4 conducted semi-:annual sampling and QC
review, this frequency may bt inappropriate for certain participating Institutions.
Many institutions award or package aid to the majority of applicants once a year but
disburse more frequently.' Hence, the frequency of measurement should probably be
tied to awarding rather than disbursement of aid. Thii strategy would eliminate

'unnecessary and duplicative sainpling and QC review, but would capture all students in
universe from which the sample is drawn.

3.2.6 Frequency of Reporting
I

One key iSsue for ED is the frequency of reporting QC findings. While most ,

programs reviewed require reporting within_ 90 days of completion of the send-annual
error measure computation, the implications of such a reporting schediiiie must be
carefully scrutinized with regard to the goali of (he, QC effort and the reporting
vehicles. If Eb utilizes existing program reporting mechanisms, such reports as Pell
Grant 'Progress Reports- and the FISAP are candidates for reporting mechanisms..
However, both have implications for the frequency of -reporting and the'institutions
captured by such instruments. A new instrument dedicated solely to such reporting
would allow ED to meet any desired reporting schedule and capture all institutions, but
may be perceived as an additional reporting burden.

6



3.247 Incentives
. r

Appropriate incentives are critical to the success of QC efforts. All programs
reviewed used negative inceotives in the form of penalties for high error rates. These
penalties, ecivalai errcatmeouspayments above the ertior rate standard. Two programs
Eilso fused positive incentives by increasing administrative cost payments for error
rates below specified targets. ED could adopt a similar incentive structure, making
the institution responSible for erroneous payments exceeding prescribed error
standards and increasing administrative alkiwance. payments for bettering specified,
'error rate targets,

3.3 SUMMARY

The preceding discuspion suggests that a reyiew of QC regulations of selected
QC regulations provides valuable insights and options that can inform ED in
approaching QC regulations for the Title IV program; These options must be skillfully.
altered to meet the unique needs of ED and the distinct nature of the programs
educatiOnal institutions, and ultimate beneficiarietof the progranit the students.

4


